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The Legal Aid Society of the District of Columbia1 supports District funding for muchneeded repairs to public housing units.2 The repairs will:





Bring units that are currently offline back online, thereby increasing the number of
subsidized housing units;
Prevent online units from falling into disrepair, thereby preserving the existing public
housing units for current and future residents;
Improve living conditions for tens of thousands of families living in public housing; and
Free up funds that the D.C. Housing Authority is currently having to spend on litigating
Housing Conditions Cases.

Public housing, like all housing, requires regular maintenance, occasional improvements,
and sometimes, substantial rehabilitation. Congress funds public housing through two sources:
operating funds for routine maintenance and repairs, and capital funds for substantial rehabilitation
and renovation projects. Both are severely underfunded and have been for a long time. For
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several years, the aging public housing stock in DC has received 15% less than the amount needed
in operating funds to properly maintain and repair conditions.3 That translates into $8 million less
each year in funding from the federal government for routine maintenance and repairs.4 The
capital fund for rehabilitations and renovations is currently funded at $10 million less than it was
years ago, and each year, Congress further cuts the capital funds for public housing.5
Legal Aid is concerned about three detrimental effects from the decrease in funding. First,
many public housing units are currently offline because the D.C. Housing Authority has had
inadequate capital funds to substantially rehabilitate units that need more than just routine
maintenance or repairs. Rehabbing offline public housing units so that they can be brought back
online is an expedient and financially responsible way to increase the number of subsidized
housing units in DC. Some of these offline units suffer from severe fire damage or require
extensive mold remediation. Some may require complete gut jobs of the entire interior. By
making $3.4 million available in capital funds to the D.C. Housing Authority, the DC Council can
bring 50 public housing units back online.6 That is an additional 50 families that could come out
of homelessness and off the long waiting list.7 8 New construction, on the other hand, is far more
time-consuming and costly.
Second, public housing units that are currently online suffer from deferred maintenance,
which can over time give rise to more serious problems and force those units to go offline too.
Current public housing units must be preserved for future residents through proper maintenance
and repairs.
Third, deferred maintenance leads to unsafe and unsanitary living conditions for current
public housing residents. Many public housing clients that Legal Aid represents report mice and
roach infestations, broken locks to the building, inadequate lighting in the common areas, broken
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windows, missing window screens, cracks in the walls and ceilings, peeling paint, mold and
mildew, and defective appliances. While Legal Aid is able to get the D.C. Housing Authority to
make repairs for the limited number of tenants that we represent in housing conditions cases and
Landlord Tenant cases, many more are living in unsafe or unsanitary conditions and choose not to
file a suit against their landlord or raise defenses of housing code violations. Money that the D.C.
Housing Authority spends to defend these housing conditions cases or counterclaims is money
better spent on actually making the repairs at the properties.
Everyone agrees—and the law expressly provides—that all tenants are entitled to safe and
sanitary housing conditions, including tenants that live in subsidized housing.9 Accordingly,
public housing units must be fit for its residents to meet their basic necessities, such as shelter
from the elements, sleeping, bathing, and preparing and eating food.
However, beyond meeting just basic needs, public housing is also a home for its residents.
Home is a place that should help people to keep or restore their dignity, not to slowly chip away at
it. If public housing is to truly help individuals and families break the cycle of poverty, then these
homes must also be conducive to homework, studying, and play for its young residents. Proper
maintenance and repairs of public housing units are necessary for residents to feel like members of
our community and society-at-large. Regular maintenance and repairs prevent residents from
feeling stigmatized and being marginalized. Making much-needed repairs to the distressed and
aging public housing stock not only has concrete benefits to its occupants, it also improves the
surrounding the neighborhoods and the perception of public housing and its residents.
We urge the D.C. Council to allocate funds toward both types of repairs for public
housing: substantial rehabilitation of currently off line units so that they can become homes again
for families in need, and necessary regular maintenance and repair to the current public housing
units ensuring that they remain viable and continue to house future families in need.
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